April 2020

Southern Trails
Next Meeting:
The April Club Meeting
has been cancelled as
part the Club’s response
to COVID-19

For more details about ST4WDC, visit our website at
https://st4wdc.com.au/

What
a lovely
way to end a day..
Dogs
Grave
(On the way to Elim’s Beach, Qld)
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Letter from the Editor
Hi guys and gals. This is my first Southern Trails so be gentle with me okay. I hope everyone is
doing okay in isolation and with all the social distancing. I’m sure most of us are itching to get
back on the trails and around a campfire again, but look at it this way, more time to plan the next
big trip!
I was wondering what I could bring to the newsletter and thought I’d kick start an editor’s
column. So, I started going through old photos for inspiration and found some from 2009 when I
did my basic training shortly after joining the club. What a blast from the past that was! You will
note here Tommo dreaming of upgrading
from his 100 series to a 79 series Cruiser,
and below, Peter Reynolds trying to
diagnose a squeak in the rear end of a
Hilux using the trusty bush jack
technique. :o)
This was the May course and I remember
it was bitterly cold. Anne and I had taken
a lightweight dome tent and an air
mattress. Despite the layers of blankets,
sleeping bags and clothes (including a
beanie and gloves) we didn’t get too
much sleep that night. Lesson learnt
though, now we make sure we have a
foam mattress and adequate bedding whether it’s in the swag, tent or camper trailer. We haven’t
given in to the idea of 12v electric blankets or hot water bottles yet though.
One of the many consistent things with
this club is the high standard of driver
training. Back then I remember being
seriously impressed and it’s only
improved with age thanks to the tireless
efforts of the DTU under the leadership of
Peter and Joe.
Well that’s enough from me. Just
remember this is your club and your
newsletter – it is what you make it, so
please get in contact if you have
something to share (other than the virus).

Happy Trails,
Matt Warmington publications@st4wdc.com.au
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COVID-19

Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic and the NSW and ACT Government lockdowns and travel
bans, all club trips and activities have been cancelled or postponed until further notice.
The May and June Club meetings have been cancelled and an update for the July meeting

will be provided following advice from the relevant Government agencies.
In the event that the travel and socialising bans are lifted earlier, members will be notified
of any Club meetings or trips as they are approved by the Committee.
We understand members’ disappointment and frustration with the situation but we are acting
in accordance with emergency legislation and expert advice.

COVID-19
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These companies support our Club in various ways including annual sponsorship. We really
appreciate their support and encourage members to support them in return.
If you’re in the market for services, gear or accessories mention that you’re a ST4WDC member
when visiting them. Some offer member discounts but all give great advice and service.
You will be supporting local businesses who support your Club and four wheel driving.
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Members should note that many of our fantastic sponsors offer Club
members a discount on goods purchased from them. Please ask at
time of purchase and have your membership card handy.
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President’s Report
Andy Squire
So, March is over and April is nearly halfway through, and the COVID-19 Lockdown is
driving me crazy. The call of the bush and camping. I tried a virtual camp night in the
back garden with a fire, but it’s just not the same (particularly without the friends made
through the Club). And I still can’t buy toilet paper. I think it might be a long couple of
months, we just need to hang in there.
It does mean that I don’t have a lot to report this month (thank goodness you say?). We
did manage to have the Annual General Meeting before the lockdown and it was well
attended. Congratulations and thank you to those Club members who have been appointed
to the new Committee. And thank you to the members for putting their trust in me for
another year. Hopefully I can live up to expectations.
Even though we can’t get out on trips there are still things that have to occur to keep the
Club running, and we need to plan for when the travel bans are lifted and things get back
to normal. Unfortunately all the existing trips have had to be postponed for the foreseeable
future, but we are working with the trip leaders to try and have not only the existing trips
rescheduled, but to come up with new trips ready to go. They won’t be posted on the
website until we know when we can run them, but planning is still underway.
The new Committee held its first meeting this week using Microsoft Teams, an online
conference system. Generally it went well (perhaps surprisingly), except for a few people
who will remain nameless (possibly because I am one of them?) who forgot to take their
microphones off mute while talking and then wondered why they got no response.
While Club activities are a bit quiet the Committee is taking the opportunity to review a
number of our policy documents to ensure they meet the requirements of the Club and
provide appropriate plans for the future. One of the key changes is a full review of our
Training Policy to include more than just Driver Training, and a review of the Trip Grading
System to try and improve the various levels and their definitions to remove the current
reliance on ‘Grade 3, Easy Grade 3, and Hard Grade 3’. Hopefully the outcome will be a
more reliable grading system which will assist both trip leaders and trip participants to
understand the expectations of the trip, and to ensure that our training continues to meet or
exceed industry standards.
The only other thing I would like to mention this month is a general request to our
members to please have patience and stick with us, we will ride this out and things will get
back to normal (nice platitudes?). But most importantly, stay safe.
And the thought for this month? Marriage is like a deck of cards; at the beginning you had
two hearts and a diamond, and in the end you wish you had a club and a spade.
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Trips and Events
Michael Patrick
In line with Government (Federal and State) recommendations, the World Health
Organisation recommendations, and to be consistent with other organisations, including
the NPWS, the Committee has decided that all Club Trips and Events must be cancelled
until further notice.
Start Date

End Date

Activity

02-Apr-20

02-Apr-20

Wildcare Feed Drops

Type
Grade 3

Leader
Michael Patrick

04-Apr-20

04-Apr-20

Cotter Night Drive

Grade 3

Darren Miller

08-Apr-20

08-Apr-20

Basic Training 4WD Vehicle Evaluation

Training

Peter Butterfield

09-Apr-20

09-Apr-20

Wildcare Feed Drops

Grade 3

Michael Patrick

10-Apr-20

13-Apr-20

Mungo National Park

Grade 3

Matt Maddigan

14-Mar-20

14-Mar-20

Picnic at the Cotter

Social

Lynne Donaldson

16-Apr-20

16-Apr-20

Wildcare Feed Drops

Grade 3

Michael Patrick

18-Apr-20

19-Apr-20

Supercrawl 2020 rnd 1 @ The rock farm Cooma

Grade 1

Darren Miller

18-Apr-20

19-Apr-20

Monga National Park

Grade 3

Sue Phillips

23-Apr-20

23-Apr-20

Wildcare Feed Drops

Grade 3

Michael Patrick

29-Apr-20

03-May-20

Consolidated “Safe One” Basic Driver Training At Talooge
Training
Park

Joe Briguglio

30-Apr-20

30-Apr-20

Wildcare Feed Drops

Grade 3

Michael Patrick

09-May-20

10-May-20

Brindabella Lowells flat campground

Grade 3

Darren Miller

10-May-20

10-May-20

Brindabella Ramble

Grade 3

Michael Patrick

15-May-20

16-May-20

Basic Winching and Recovery Course

Training

Joe Briguglio

16-Jun-20

17-Jun-20

Mid Week Talooge Working Bee

Grade 3

Michael Patrick

11-Jul-20

12-Jul-20

Christmas in July

Social

Lynne Donaldson

11-Jul-20

12-Jul-20

Bendethra Caves

Grade 3

Michael Patrick

19-Aug-20

19-Aug-20

Basic Training 4WD Vehicle Evaluation

Training

Peter Butterfield

22-Aug-20

30-Aug-20

Flinders Ranges - An Introduction 2020

Grade 3

Dim Veteri

22-Aug-20

22-Aug-20

Come & Try Day

Grade 2

Matt Maddigan

29-Aug-20

30-Aug-20

Games Night at Talooge

Grade 3

Sue Phillips

30-Aug-20

05-Sep-20

Innamincka ... and more

Grade 3

Alex Szabo

01-Sep-20

02-Sep-20

Mid Week Talooge Working Bee

Grade 3

Michael Patrick

09-Sep-20

13-Sep-20

Consolidated “Safe One” Basic Driver Training At Talooge
Training
Park

Joe Briguglio

20-Sep-20

20-Sep-20

Brindabella Ramble

Grade 3

Michael Patrick

30-Sep-20

30-Sep-20

Basic Training 4WD Vehicle Evaluation

Training

Peter Butterfield

10-Oct-20

11-Oct-20

Explore The Tracks of Abercrombie River National Park

Grade 3

Michael Patrick

23-Oct-20

25-Oct-20

SNOWvember thermal pool and caves version 2

Grade 3

Darren Miller

28-Oct-20

01-Nov-20

Consolidated “Safe One” Basic Driver Training At Talooge
Training
Park

Joe Briguglio

08-Nov-20

08-Nov-20

Brindabella Ramble

Grade 3

Michael Patrick

14-Nov-20

20-Nov-20

Vic High Ramble V5

Grade 3

Michael Patrick

20-Mar-21

26-Mar-21

Vic High Country

Grade 3

Michael Patrick
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Trip Report
“Barclays” by Michael Patrick
On the 18th of February I received a
call from Wildcare asking if we
could supply assistance to a
landowner out near Warri who had
received fire damage and then flood
damage and had fences washed
away and trees fallen on his rear
track.
With the assistance of Rob Calvert
we attended the landowners
property on the 19th of February to
see what we could do to help out.
After talking to the landowner, Rob
and I managed to roll up a
severely flattened fence and
clear one tree.
The following week we
attended the property and
started clearing some very
large burnt fallen trees on
his track.
We had intended to return
on the 11th of March to clear
the last of the trees, though
due to incessant rain we
couldn't attend until the 18th
of March.
Jim Anderson, Chris Nicholls, Bronwyn Squire and I went out and finished the final
clearing of downed fire damaged trees. Some of these trees were quite large but with four
chainsaws the work was completed within three hours.
On completion and with a big thank you from Graham we went over to the George Hotel
in Bungendore for a well earned counter lunch. I do recommend the food there; it is very
wholesome and yummy.
A big thank you for the assistance of:
Rob Calvert, Chris Nicholls, Jim Anderson, George Douglas, and Bronwyn Squire
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Meet the Committee
Thank you and welcome to all the members who have joined for the 2020 Club Year.
Welcome back to the returning members, with Michael Marsalek taking on the role of
Public Relations Coordinator, and a big welcome to new members Lisa Tatem (Secretary),
Bronwyn Squire (Education Coordinator), Matt Warmington (Publications Coordinator) and
Rob Donaldson (General Member).
Unfortunately Trish Miller has had to resign from the Committee due to family/personal
commitments during these extra trying times.
We thought it would be nice to give you a little insight into the people putting in the hard
yards for the Club.
Property Manager - Peter
Reynolds OAM.
Peter joined the Club in 1977 and
is now entering his 43rd year. Pete
has been on the Committee for
most of that time holding many
different positions.
His main
passion from the beginning was to
establish a Driver Training Unit
second to none that would attract
members and help the Club grow.
A couple of years ago Peter passed
the role on to Joe Briguglio who
has taken the Training to another
level making sure the Club
continues to grow!! Peter was
awarded the Order of Australia
Medal for services to the 4WD
Association and ST4WD Club and
is a life member.
Publications Coordinator - Matt
Warmington.
Matt and his partner Anne have
been with the Club since 2009 with
a few years break in between. Matt
drives a Patrol which he calls
Johnny (Diesel). Most recent trip
was Cape York which was an
absolute beauty. Hoping to do some Central Australian exploring in the near future though
will have to make accommodations for the newest member of the family, Trixie the super
dog.
Southern Trails April 2020
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Trip Report
“Brindabella Ramble” by Peter Czeti
Trip Leader:
• Ellen McGuinness
Participants:
• Siva Poobalasingam
• Brodie Cribb
• Peter Czeti
• Matthias Jost
• Brett Smith
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Suzuki Jimny
Toyota Landcruiser 80 Series
Toyota FJ Cruiser
Ford Ranger
Toyota Prado 90 Series
Jeep Wrangler JL
Great start to the day for our Brindabella
Ramble. Everyone turned out and we were
all on time. Quick breakfast for those of us
who needed to sate our McDonalds
addiction at the Molonglo store and off we
went.
There was a mix of old hands and recent
graduates from our training course so it was
good to meet with those who we probably
don’t rub shoulders with much. As we know,
the Brindy Ramble is meant to be an easy
going, but interesting journey in our own
back yard to get used to driving in a group.
As such, there was nothing particularly
challenging about this drive. In fact, it could
be argued that the excellent work the ACT
and NSW Parks folk have done on the tracks
and trails out in the Brindabella range have
probably lessened the value of the
experience of doing this drive.
It is still spectacular country with great
bushwalks and views – but it is a lot more
‘accessible’ now with the commensurate
drop in skill required to safely drive it.
The group left Molonglo McDonalds shortly
after 9am and entered the Park on
Brindabella Road via Piccadilly Circus
where we briefly stopped to drop tyre
pressure and do some last minute checks. 30
minutes later we arrived at the Flea Creek
Campground. It only took 30 minutes
because of the condition of the road - it’s
not a track anymore unfortunately.
10

There were a few campers, but it was
surprisingly empty given the long weekend.
The campground had brightened up a lot
due to the recent rains which meant that
water was flowing at the campsite making it
a pleasant accompaniment to a sleep out.
We had a brief stop/toilet break and headed
north along Webbs Ridge Trail with some
great views into Lowells Flat. Eventually we
branched off east along the Powerline Trail
and followed east until we turned off for
Mount Coree.
Powerline was not as pampered as the road
into Flea Campground but it remains easy
enough. Lots of water crossing the road in
places, so at least we had the necessary mud
and grime to show off when we got home.
You get a good view of the powerline
descent in the attached photo.
Mount Coree was a bit crowded. The
attached photo probably doesn’t do justice
to what looked like the ACT’s highest
carpark at 1412 metres!!! What was
surprising was that despite the number of
folks about, there were no jams and the
traffic could flow. Then of course, there is
the view back into the ACT. The air was
very clear and we could easily spot
Tidbinbilla tracking station to the south, the
big airport hanger at Canberra airport and
the apartment towers in Gungahlin. We then
descended and had
lunch at Coree
campgrounds.
After lunch, we headed north along Two
Sticks Road; Peter left us at this point,
heading home via Blue Range Rd. We
proceeded to the Genges track, where there
were some complaints from Charlie that the
track was more difficult after 4 other
vehicles had driven over it. There were
some interesting side tracks which may be
on the next Brindabella Ramble. The trip
ended with some mystery touring through
the pine plantation on the way back to
Brindabella Road.
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Blast from the Past
ST4WDC 10 Year Anniversary
I must admit I didn't know
that ST4WDC was formed
when I was 12.
It makes me reflect back to
1976 and what was
happening then.
For me the world was a
whole lot simpler, I got a
sister, started high school,
went on a trip to New
Zealand, and moved house.
If you were a Club member
you might have been driving
around in a 4J40 or FJ55
Landcruiser, Series III Land
Rover, Suzuki LJ50, or
second generation G60
Patrol.
This was only 14 years after
the Sprigg family made the
historic first crossing of the
Simpson Desert in a G60
carrying a 44 gallon (200)
litre drum of fuel and
averaging 5kph over 12
days.
We have some great shots
from way back when,
discovered in our archives
thanks to Matt Maddigan.
Is that Peter Reynolds in
the red hard hat and stylish
white jumpsuit?
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https://4wdnow.com/pages/volunteer-sign-up-with-national-parks
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Trip Report
“Safe One” Feb 2020
Jerry Tonon
First and foremost, I would like to thank the training team
as a whole for an excellent training course and in
particular Rod as my personal instructor for his calm and
expert advice, and Joe for imparting his wealth of
knowledge in the classroom. You have all helped improve
my confidence and ability and I will endeavour to
remember everything. There were a few highlights about
this whole experience:


Vehicle evaluation – A brilliant concept as it gave time
to resolve any issues



Bredbo Pub – a first for me where the refreshments
were solid and surprisingly good



Hear it, see it, try it – throughout the weekend the
instruction was immediately followed up with practice
that helped me consolidate the theory



Wheel placement tabs – I was absolutely blown away
by how simple it is to know where your wheels will go
using a couple of cable ties. I was also surprised to
have a six metre blind spot in front of the car



Going for STROLS, LOV– Straddle The Ruts On Low
Side, Level Out Vehicle - I have always wondered the
best way to approach a track and this simple guide
goes a long way to removing doubt. Came in very
useful for Duck’s Crossing and Hole in the Wall



Xmen - Crossing my arms while driving is a habit that
will require consistent practice to break



Discovering the vehicle – opportunity to try the vehicle
tech that I have never used, such as crawl control and
tank turn. The latter impressed Rod as he had never
seen a Cruiser do a particular tight bend in one turn.



Talooge – I was impressed with the grounds, facilities,
diversity of tracks and obstacles and appreciate the
work that has gone into it. However, the wow moment
for me was after dinner on Saturday night. I was
walking back to the camper when I was struck by the
grandeur and beauty of the Milky Way. I managed to
get a couple of photos that I will upload. After the
photos I joined the campfire to be entertained by
stories of Dim’s US adventures.

All the people I met were genuinely nice people; the
experience of the instructors and support people was
evident and they were always keen to assist.
I look forward to further adventures with the Club and catching up with Convoy 2 trainees.
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“The Safe One driver training course was
great. We learnt from the ground up, with
basic 4WD components and drivetrains
covered in the theory, to more advanced
recovery procedures and snatch strap use.
Through Rob’s experience and guidance I
really enjoyed learning how to get the best
out of my vehicle.
What an awesome group of people, who
dedicate their time and experience to make
this a wonderful weekend. Thank you! I
look forward to getting out on the tracks!
Mat
What a fantastic weekend. The weather
could not have been better and the group
was awesome. The training second to none
and the opportunity unmissable.
After a quick look over the Jeep a couple of
weeks out…into the training room for some
excellent information as to what to expect
over the weekend, how to approach a
variety of comms solutions to how to be a
responsible member of the Club and 4WD
community at large.
Travelling in on the Friday night after
dinner at the Bredbo Pub was a great
opportunity to practice convoy procedure
and to get the truck dirty! A quick nap
under a beautiful starry sky and back into
the classroom Saturday morning. You just
don’t know what you don’t know. I learned
plenty…from the different 4WD systems to
the inner workings of how a diff works to
tyre selection and the importance of tyre
pressures. Looking over various cars and
talking with their owners gave me a great
understanding as to the pros and cons of
each setup.
A quick exercise to demonstrate how to
know where your wheels are tracking (you
think you’d know!...not quite). Don’t
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underestimate the tight turning exercises
around the bollards…they are more
forgiving than the trees you are about to
meet on the tracks!
Saturday afternoon and all day Sunday was
an absolute experience. Had a fantastic time
learning to pick lines, how to ascend and
descend terrain…and keep the bonnet level!
Feeling the difference in car handling with
differing tyre pressures through PB’s expert
guidance was invaluable.
Overall, I gained invaluable knowledge,
experience and confidence in myself and
the Jeep over the weekend and would
highly recommend the course to anyone
looking to get out and explore our big
backyard. Thank you again to PB and all
the instructors for their time, patience and
knowledge shared over the course and I
look forward to driving with you all again
soon.
Brett Smith
I’d like to thank the Club, the instructors
and all those involved in running the
excellent basic driver training weekend at
Talooge. The entire training experience was
first-rate with the theory and practical
elements delivered in a way that was easy
to understand and remember. Putting the
theory into practice driving around the
tracks at Talooge with an instructor as a
passenger was excellent and really
cemented my learning. I’m looking forward
to heading out on Club trips to hone my
skills and meet some more Club members.
Phillip Walker
I'm very impressed with the standard and
model of training provided last weekend.
The trainers are a very special bunch of
people who made us feel welcome and part
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of the club family from our first
interactions with them. Joe and all the
trainers were able to take everything in
their stride dealing with a variety of
scenarios including vehicle types,
conditions, student readiness and
willingness. A special thank you to Dim for
his patience, calmness, eye for detail, tips
and reinforcement which assisted greatly in
my learning and confidence building.
Cynthia
Truly a great learning experience. The
theoretical knowledge backed up with the
practical one to one student-trainer training
was fantastic. At all times I felt that I was in
control of the vehicle and my nerves
because of the way that this course is run. I
felt confident in the capabilities of the car
and what I could do thanks to my trainer
Bron. Bron and the training team have a
great knack in explaining things clearly and
are very knowledgeable in 4WD technical
driving. Spending the weekend at Talooge
on the training tracks was great. Prior to
this training I would have turned my
vehicle around rather than tackle the sort of
tracks we drove at Talooge. Now I feel that
I will be able to drive similar 4WD tracks
elsewhere. Well done on such a great
training course.
Monica
What a fantastic weekend! The attitudes,
collective knowledge, and patience
displayed by the ST4WDC trainers over the weekend was nothing but top notch. I had a
fantastic time out with Stu learning some of the capabilities my vehicle has to offer as well
as refining driving techniques and habits; hats off to you mate for your calm approach and
wealth of knowledge. Having met the other "trainees" on the weekend I feel that I have
definitely made some mates that I will look forward to doing future trips with. Kudos to Joe
and the trainer team, you guys absolutely killed it! Maybe we will get 1995 onwards of PB’s
story telling on the next trip!
Cheers, Kane.
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Classified Advertisements
2008 TOYOTA LANDCRUISER CAB CHASSIS (DLS 05Y) & TRAYON CAMPER

Extras on vehicle include:
Bull bar, winch and side rails.

Bespoke steel tray, rubber tray mat.

Weather shields left & right.

Air conditioning & dual battery system.

ARB compressor in toolbox.

Full length shelf under tray & ladder rack.

80 Channel Icom CB roof mounted

CODAN H F Radio mounted behind seat.

NOW ARB roof rack.

4 toolboxes under the tray.

Full width tyre box, 2 tyres & tools.

Air bag assist suspension.

Daytime LED running lights.

Tow bar 50 mm SQ, lock, pin and bolt.

5 Mag Rim Highway tyres (continental)

Switched LED reverse / work light.

6 Steel Rim 4WD Coper Discovery ST

Trayon extras:
Extra power points & 12-volt outlets.
Corner bolsters & 2 ARB LED lights.
Canvas skirt, fly & awning (not in picture).

High density foam double mattress.
Extra new house batteries.
TRAYON Number 541.

Contact: David Campbell  0431 574 303  dcam77@netspeed.com.au
One owner since new. Cost over $125, 000 to assemble. Low Km (under 122,000Km). NSW rego to 12/4/20.
Price Complete: $88,990 ONO
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Classified Advertisements
1 x Spare rime and tyre for Triton
LT245 / 75R16 with K02 tyre - $20

5 x Mazda tyre and rims - $100 for the lot

2 x Led lights with clips for poles - $5

Contact John 0408 204 410
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Classified Advertisements
Fridge slide to suit 40Lt fridge $30

Turfor - $30

Gas stove (3 burner) and stand $20.00

Towing mirrors $5.00
Contact John 0408 204 410
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Classified Advertisements
Kick-Ass 45 Litre Portable car fridge
For camper trailer or car.
Hardly used and works well. We used it
for 3 week trip to Fraser Island and we
had no issues. Kept food at 4 degrees
on successive 30 + degree days.

Features:
• wi-fi tech to remotely control and
monitor temperature.
• heavy duty protective fridge cover
• 240V AC power cable
• 12 Volt DC Anderson plug.
• Accessory socket panel with dual
USB socket 2A and 12V cigarette
socket 15
The reason for selling is that we want
to upgrade to a fridge freezer
combination.
Asking price is $550.00

Please email or call: monica.ruibal@anu.edu.au 0413 477 797.
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Classified Advertisements
70L Evakool Icebox.
In excellent condition, undamaged. Some scuffs. Keeps ice for 6 days even in hot Summers.

Asking price is $150.00

Please email or call: monica.ruibal@anu.edu.au 0413 477 797.
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Classified Advertisements
LS2 V8 - Nissan Patrol 1998 WAGON
Nissan Patrol GU 1998 with a Fully Engineered in ACT
previously in NSW. Comes with Engineering Report.
ACT Rego 6 months. Was initially a TB45 now
converted to a L76 with a 4 Speed Auto. Car has
~450000 kms with Engine ~175000 kms
--------------------------------LOADS OF EXTRAS!!!

Near new BFG AT 33" Tyres
 Alpine Halo 9 Head unit with Android Auto and
Apple Carplay
 Rated Recovery Points
 ARB Air Lockers - Front and Rear (Twin Locked)
 ARB Air Compressor under passenger seat
 ARB Bush Ranger Revo 10k Winch at the front
 ARB OME Suspension all around with 400kg
constant load
 Superior Engineering Coil Tower Bracing
 Brown Davis Long Range Tanks - Main: 148 Ltr &
Sub: 80 Ltr
 Clearview Towing Mirrors
 Raslarr Rear Bar with Rear Winch (Dominator
Winch) Single Tyre Holder Twin Jerry Can Holder
 Raslarr Rocksliders
 JMAX Snorkel and Airbox
 Illuminator 9" Spot Lights
 Rhino Rack with Stedi Lights all around (2 x Lights
Bars, 2 x Work Lights on left & right and 2 x Work
Lights facing backwards)
 Rhino rack and lights are controlled both from the
front and the rear and the roof racks can be removed
just disconnecting the plug.
 Overhead Console with Uniden UH9080
 Kickass Dual Battery with Kickass DCDC Charger
in the Rear
 Flexible Solar Panel
 Cargo Barrier
 Titan Rear Draws (annoying latch is fixed)
 Full Road Legal Tint
Feel free to ask any questions. Open to offers within
reason


Asking $32,500
Contact Chris: cculloden@gmail.com 0431 636 405
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Club Clothing

The Clothing Store

Polo Shirts:
Chambery Shirts:
Jackets
Hoodies:
Rugby Tops:
Caps:
Bucket Hats:
Beanies:
Name Badges:

$38.00
$45.00
$110.00
$45.00
$50.00
$15.00
$15.00
$20.00
$10.00

CLUB BANK DETAILS
Bank:

Bank Australia

Account Name:

ST4WDC

BSB Number:

313 140

Account Number: 1213 0617
Members should use these account details in all transactions with the Club, including for
membership fees and clothing purchases when using direct deposit.
Club clothing is available at Club Meetings.
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